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ZÜBLIN building new trivago
headquarters for approx. € 81 million
•
•

Trivago head office being built in Düsseldorf’s Medienhafen
IMMOFINANZ hired ZÜBLIN as general contractor

Ed. Züblin AG has won a new large order: The subsidiary of STRABAG SE has
been hired as general contractor to build the new corporate headquarters of
trivago GmbH in the Medienhafen business area of Düsseldorf. The
metasearch engine trivago will be the sole tenant of the six-storey building,
commissioned by Vienna-based IMMOFINANZ as the first construction section
on the property at Kesselstraße. The entire project, including construction

design, has a total contract value of about € 81 million. Work has already
begun and is scheduled for completion in mid-2018.
The new trivago head office will have enough space for around 2,000
employees. Designed by the architectural firm sop GmbH & Co. KG of
Düsseldorf, the office building has a striking kidney-shaped floor plan. A
special feature will be the vertical façade with slanted windows. The building
faces the water at Medienhafen and forms a spacious campus with a pleasant
atmosphere. The design foresees about 30,000 m² of space – thereof 26,000
m² for offices – and more than 500 parking spaces in two underground car
parks. The construction pit was the responsibility of Züblin Spezialtiefbau
GmbH under a € 6 million contract.

STRABAG SE is a European-based technology group for construction services, a
leader in innovation and financial strength. Our services span all areas of the
construction industry and cover the entire construction value chain. We create
added value for our clients by our specialised entities integrating the most diverse
services and assuming responsibility for them. We bring together people,
materials and machinery at the right place and at the right time in order to
realise even complex construction projects – on schedule, of the highest quality
and at the best price. The hard work and dedication of our more than 73,000
employees allows us to generate an annual output volume of about € 14 billion.
At the same time, a dense network of numerous subsidiaries in many European
countries and, increasingly, on other continents is helping to expand our area of
operation far beyond the borders of Austria and Germany. More information is
available at www.strabag.com.
Stuttgart-based Ed. Züblin AG has about 14,000 employees and, with an annual
output of over € 3 billion, is one of Germany’s leading construction companies.
Since it was founded in 1898, ZÜBLIN has been successfully realising challenging
construction projects in Germany and abroad and is the number one in the
German building construction and civil engineering segment. The company’s
range of services comprises all construction-related tasks – from civil
engineering, bridge building and tunnelling to complex turnkey construction to
structural timber engineering and public-private partnerships. ZÜBLIN attaches
great importance to partnership-based cooperation, and our ZÜBLIN teamconcept
has proved its value as a successful partnering model for more than 15 years now.
Current construction projects of the company, a subsidiary of globally operating
STRABAG SE, include the new Axel Springer building in Berlin, Messehalle 12 in
Frankfurt and the Albabstieg Tunnel along the new Wendlingen–Ulm railway

line. More information is available at www.zueblin.de
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